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1. Visual Basic – Simple and Effective Programming Language

The computations related to geodetic works require an application guarantee-

ing execution of computations. Therefore, a program performing the required

computations can be purchased, or an own application for execution of computa-

tions can be created, including specifying details of realization of a task in a com-

plete way as well as the method and the range of presentation of the results.

An own program can realize problems from the simplest computations to

complicated analyses. We decide which functions are executed by our application.

The commercial programs that are nowadays available at the market offer fi-

nal results and often do not provide any view into indirect results (that are repeat-

edly required for making an analysis, particularly if any computation troubles oc-

cur). If an own program is created, it is possible to make a view into indirect re-

sults at any computation stage.

An application performing computations that are interesting for us, can be

created in many ways:

– write a program from the ground up taking advantage of the existing mar-

ket programming tools (e.g. C++, Delphi, Java, Visual Basic or another);

– take advantage of the popular Excel spreadsheet; in addition to broad cal-

culation capabilities (including the matrix algebra), the Excel spreadsheet

features embedded elements for programming the macroinstructions by

means of the Visual Basic language; thereby, a complete application for

a given group of computation problems can be created.
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The example of employment of the Visual Basic programming language for

creation of a computing application (related to adjustment of a levelling net) is

presented below.

During the first years of development of the computer science, the program-

mers were regarded as the extremely talented persons, and programming as inac-

cessible for common people. The programming languages including low-level (as-

sembler) and high-level languages (mainly C++) developed together with the

hardware. Nowadays, they are less complicated and feature many engines that

make programming easier and are more available for common computer users.

The Basic language was created in 1963 and was a very simple programming

language designed for beginning programmers. A break-through occurred when

Visual Basic 1.0 was implemented. It was developed along with introduction of

the Microsoft Windows operation system. Visual Basic was already a visual lan-

guage and many programming procedures were executed through graphical ar-

rangement of objects on the application window (form). It was not required to

write very complex source codes which most elements of the programmer work

were used for creation of an application form. As for Visual Basic it was possible

for a programmer to create quickly a fully functional application taking advantage

of the graphical user interface (IDE). Subsequent versions of Visual Basic featured

more and more tools simplifying program development. All versions were back-

ward compatible, i.e. they had all advantages of earlier versions (as well as faults).

The next development step was introduction of VB.NET version in 2002. The pro-

grams were not compatible anymore due to the changes of the language syntax

(this version is even called a new programming language). VB.NET guarantees

that the elements executed in many programming languages can be consolidated

within a single design and the applications operating on various system platforms

can be created (as for more advanced programmers).

2. Creation of an Event-Type Application
(Program Form and Code)

An application written in Visual Basic consists of two elements:

1) Graphical user interface, i.e. the system of the window (called also as the

form) and the objects assigned to the window. It is possible to take advan-

tage of many linked windows (including a start window) within a complex

design.

2) Program code containing procedures together with the set of instructions

to be executed.
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The applications written in Visual Basic are event-type programs, i.e. a correct

realization procedure is triggered if an appropriate event occurrs. An event can be

any of the following activities performed by a user: clicking a mouse button,

pressing a proper key, marking by a cursor, etc. The events can be also linked with

the external devices (e.g. any measuring instrument) or be the effect of passing

time. Occurrence or non-occurrence of an appropriate event conditions the order

of an executed program code. Therefore, it is necessary to guarantee a proper or-

der of events during programming. It can be achieved through controlling either

activity (or non-activity) or availability of each object. If an application is created,

the following rule shall be generally observed: do not empower a user to make

a mistake, otherwise a user makes it for sure.

An event shall be linked with a particular user interface object within our ap-

plication, if it is to trigger an appropriate reaction as the executed instructions.

The event service procedure has the following syntax:

Private Sub Object_event (optional procedure parameters)

....

‘list of instructions assigned to an object and an event

.....

End Sub

As it is shown above, the name of the procedure contains the name of an object

and an event associated with the object. It can also contain appropriate parameters

linked with the type of an object and the type of an event. The headers of the proce-

dures are automatically generated by Visual Basic, e.g. Private Sub Button_Click

(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles button.Click.

The program features a very complex (consisting of many windows) and

user-friendly interface that makes creation of applications an effortless process.

The most important windows are as follows:

– Solution Explorer containing all elements of our design. The elements are

appropriate directories and files generated automatically by Visual Basic,

as well as forms and modules added during elaboration of a design by

a programmer.

– View Designer – an application can be designed in its graphical mode.

– Toolbox containing (appropriately grouped) lists of available objects used

in the interface design mode.

– Properties showing current values of all features for an active object in the

design window. The values of selected features for a pointed object can be

modified in this window. If necessary, the features can be also changed at

the program code level during execution of each procedure (Fig. 1).
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– View Code – used for writing a program code consisting of the procedures

assigned to each object and their associated events as well as any declara-

tion and other functions and procedures (not associated with particular ob-

jects) (Fig. 2).

– Many other windows making it possible to develop and control complex

designs.

In order to add objects to our design, the objects shall be put on the form by

means of a mouse cursor, and the form size and position shall be specified by

means of a mouse and actions related to the Windows graphical elements. We fix

the value of each feature for a given object using the Properties window.

Visual Basic is a user-friendly programming language due to the embedded

error control. The errors occurring during writing a program can be separated into

a few types:

– Errors during text edition – they can be avoided through a careful control

of the writing process; these errors are not critical for an application.

– Errors discovered during compilation – the errors that prevent compilation

of a program, such as syntax mismatches for declarations or instructions,

or errors of program element identification.

– Program execution errors – occurring during execution of an algorithm ele-

ment; in order to prevent them, the proper securities, i.e. error traps, are

applied during writing a program code.

– Logical errors – the most critical type of errors as they contribute to faulty

results. These errors are the most difficult to discover because they are not

indicated by any messages. They usually result from an incorrect algo-

rithm.

Visual Basic features embedded engines guaranteeing protection against and

control of program execution errors.

Before an application is written, it is required to elaborate guidelines related

to the purpose of a created program, and elaborate and check the algorithm for re-

alization of the purpose. In order to fix an application for computations, it is re-

quired to design (as well as reserve sufficient memory resources for data) proper

structures where our data are to be stored. These are mainly arrays and records.

They are the structural types consisting of many elements. The arrays always con-

tain elements of the same type (including a structural type) and records that can

consist of elements of different types. Such action is called declaring. As for the ar-

rays, it is possible to use dynamic declarations, i.e. change the array size up to the

requirements.
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Fig. 1. The Visual Basic window featuring an element of design of the application for
adjustment of a levelling net

Fig. 2. The Visual Basic window featuring a part of the application code in the program
code edition mode



An array, for which only the number of pointers is determined, and the ele-

ment type are declared:

– Dim matrixA (,) As Single – i.e. two-pointer array containing the real type el-

ements of a single precision; if an array is used, it is redeclared and the size

is determined;

– ReDim matrixA (w, k) – as a new matrix;

– ReDim Preserve matrixA (w, k) – as a matrix of changed size with an unal-

tered content.

Thanks to the records it is possible to declare own complex types, i.e. the

types that match geodetic data, e.g. Benchmark represented by number, height

(estimated, calculated and adjusted), accuracy of height assessment, benchmark

type (for adjustment):

– Structure Height_points,

– Dim number As String,

– Dim est, cal, adj As Single,

– Dim error as single,

– Dim type as Char,

– End Structure.

Such declared records can be used to declare an array:

Dim benchmark () As Height_points – i.e. single-pointer array containing the ele-

ments of height_points type (records).

Having such declared variables and constant values in our application, it is

possible to start writing a program code.

3. An Application for Adjustment of a Levelling Net
(within the Basic Scope)

Every person who knows programming bases can write a computer program

making it possible to execute any process of geodetic computations. In order to

create such application a proper knowledge for solution of the problem is re-

quired, i.e. the knowledge of an algorithm for solution of the problem is required.

Computation of a levelling net according to the algorithm of adjustment by

means of the least squares method is presented as follows.

The basic formulas used in the program are listed below.
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The system of correction equations is generated using the following relation
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Thanks to the written program code it is possible to display the results in

a desired form and to save them in files (e.g. text).

The windows featuring the created application are shown in figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3. The start window of the finished application for adjustment of levelling nets



4. Summary

Creating applications by means of Visual Basic has a lot of advantages. A de-

sign can be developed (enhanced by extra functions) without any limitations.

The current versions of Visual Basic (Visual Basic Net 2005 or 2008) feature an

extra advantage (as for computations), i.e. capacity of many numeric types can be

doubled. E.g. 4 bytes instead of 2 are used by the Integer type, and 8 bytes instead

of 4 are used by the Long type, etc.

Another advantage is the option of using Polish characters in the declared

names of design elements (Dim average as Single, etc.).

The text files created during computations are very useful as they are very

convenient to view and edit as well as they can be used in other programs.

A very important element is a proper decimal separator character (for a given

Windows installation). Visual Basic requires “.” (dot) as the decimal separator.
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Fig. 4. The result window of the application for adjustment of levelling nets



The programs created by means of the dot separator use the system separator

during writing real values. If the system separator is “, ” (comma) used in the

standard Windows installation, it can occur that a program writes decimal values

with commas, and during the next reading the decimal parts are cut off (i.e. it is

equivalent to rounding down an integer). It results from the rule of conversion of

a text string into a number (a comma is an unacceptable character for numbers).

A decimal separator (in Windows systems) can be changed by means of the con-

trol panel (regional settings or international settings – depending on the system

version).
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